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The heart chakra is all about balance and love. It is the central position 
in the body and represents a bridge between our physical and spiritual 

selves and when functioning correctly can bring into balance our 
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual aspects. When confused or 

have problems thinking about an answer to a question just move your 
energy from your head space and down into your heart area. You will 
then have instant access to the wisdom and knowledge that you seek. 

The heart is aware and can guide us when we feel stuck or un 
balanced. 

 When our heart chakra is vibrating correctly we find it easier to connect 
to others at a deeper level and more open to guidance from others or 

from the universe. 

 Our relationships with others can bring great joy and happiness or be
full of anger and cause great sadness. Our heart can enable us to 

forgive others and find the positive in negative situations which is the 
key to freedom and peace. When under balanced we can feel 

unworthy, dependent or disconnected from life and our path. A closed 
heart full of unresolved trauma and sorrow can block us from seeing the 
present clearly or ways to overcome such pain. Resolving heart based 

emotions is the biggest journey the soul can undertake and whilst it 
may be painful during the process the journey will ultimately end in 

freedom and unconditional love of the self.   
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HOW THE HEART CHAKRA AFFECTS THE 

PHYSICAL BODY  

The heart chakra affects all areas within the heart and circulation, lungs, 
upper back, blood, skin, immune system, arms and hands. 

 
The heart is the central organ within the physical body and gives you life 

working in equilibrium with the lungs. If your heart is closed on an emotional 
level it can affect you physically. One simple way to open an closed heart is to 
give love, forgive and 'let it go'. Give love to people, pets, plants and anything 

else that triggers the warmth within you.   
 

Green is a master healer, imagine your cells are all blue green, this intention 
can facilitate healing at a deep level. Visualising green ray throughout your 

body can lower blood pressure, destroy germs, bacterial and prevent decay.   

SWITCHWORDS

BRING-LOVE-DIVINE 

The above switchword is one for FINDING DEEP LOVE 
 

BRING - To manifest 
 

LOVE - To attract love  
 

DIVINE - To work miracles 
  

You can also simply say: 
 “ I am love, I am peace, I am light." 

This will strengthen your heart chakra and attract experiences and 
people with a higher vibration to you.   



HEART BALANCING & ENERGY ACTIVATING 
WITH SACRED GEOMETRY

If you are more a visual learner, try using this heart mandala to strengthen
the heart chakra. Simply gaze at the picture for a few moments and feel more 

reconnected with your heart centre energy.  
 

This image contains sacred geometry which is a 5th dimensional fast acting 
 sacred universal symbol that can be used to access your inner wisdom. 
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